ADDENDUM
BOARD OF EDUCATION MEETING
BIRD ISLAND-OLIVIA-LAKE LILLIAN
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT #2534
MONDAY, AUGUST 28, 2017
7:00 P.M.
DISTRICT OFFICE, OLIVIA

Mission Statement The mission of the BOLD School District is to: Provide all learners in the BOLD community an education designed to develop the creativity, character, and confidence necessary to flourish in a changing global society.

VI. Personnel

7. Approve Allyson Hendriks, as an Elementary Special Education Paraprofessional, beginning with the 2017-2018 school year. Pay Grade 2, beginning rate, of the 2015-2017 MSEA Master Agreement. (Action)

8. Approve Cherity Perez, as an Elementary Special Education Paraprofessional, beginning with the 2017-2018 school year. Pay Grade 2, beginning rate, of the 2015-2017 MSEA Master Agreement. (Action)

9. Approve Jill Dworshak, as an Early Childhood Special Education Paraprofessional, for 2 hours/day, 3 days/week, beginning with the 2017-2018 school year. Pay Grade 2, beginning rate, of the 2015-2017 MSEA Master Agreement. (Action)